
Rothwell Investment All Geared Up to Launch its
Trading System for Government Bonds
The launch of the official platform to monitor the market-generating performance

HONG KONG, CHINA, April 24, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Rothwell Investment, one of the leading
financial institutions that offer professional financial services to the clients spread all across the globe,
today announced that together with the Ministry of Public Finance announced that the company’s E-
Bond trading system which is a new electronic trading system for the country’s local government
currency bills and bonds. It is also the official platform which the Ministry of Public Finance uses to
assess the market-generating performance. The system started to be designed by an independent
provider a couple of years back and will become the official market platform of the Ministry of Public
Finance earlier next year. 
The Ministry of Public Finance said that by the implementation of this E-bond platform, the ministry
has obtained its objectives to increase the transparency in the government securities on the
secondary market in order to improve the liquidity. It is basically an optimized tool at the Ministry of
Finance extend of assessing the performance of primary dealers which is related to the minimum
requirements of the market-making 
The Global Head of Fixed Income Trading of Rothwell Investment said that the company is excited to
offer E-bond system to the country along with the Ministry of Public France and help in getting the
efficiency, transparency, and liquidity to the country’s government bonds and bills market. Rothwell
Investment is also looking forward to working with the local market maker of the community to offer
technical infrastructure and support to enhance the functioning of the local capital market. 
The E-Bond system of the company offers a comprehensive, consolidated marketplace for the
country’s governments bills and bonds providing participation in the market with powerful and flexible
tools that support the workflow of the trade. This features pre-trade price identification and analytics,
the capability to handle multi-dealer RFQ (request for quotation) and order trading, downstream
incorporation with leading banks back office system and incorporated trade capture and reporting
tools. 

About Rothwell Investment 

Rothwell Investment is one of the leading financial institutions that offer professional financial services
to the clients spread all across the globe. From providing its services to individuals to government
firms and business establishments the company provides services to a various investor array. The
company delivers data, analytics to make the study and integration of financial strategy easier as well
as efficient for the clients. Their main aim is to generate newer and more innovative technology that
would make the financial management of the companies an efficient process and help them reach
their investment goals. The firm has come up with many such innovative technologies that resulted in
successfully meeting the investor’s financial objectives.
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